Vesicular glutamate transporter isoforms: The essential players in the somatosensory systems.
In nervous system, glutamate transmission is crucial for centripetal conveyance and cortical perception of sensory signals of different modalities, which necessitates vesicular glutamate transporters 1-3 (VGLUT 1-3), the three homologous membrane-bound protein isoforms, to load glutamate into the presysnaptic vesicles. These VGLUTs, especially VGLUT1 and VGLUT2, selectively label and define functionally distinct neuronal subpopulations at each relay level of the neural hierarchies comprising spinal and trigeminal sensory systems. In this review, by scrutinizing each structure of the organism's fundamental hierarchies including dorsal root/trigeminal ganglia, spinal dorsal horn/trigeminal sensory nuclear complex, somatosensory thalamic nuclei and primary somatosensory cortex, we summarize and characterize in detail within each relay the neuronal clusters expressing distinct VGLUT protein/transcript isoforms, with respect to their regional distribution features (complementary distribution in some structures), axonal terminations/peripheral innervations and physiological functions. Equally important, the distribution pattern and characteristics of VGLUT1/VGLUT2 axon terminals within these structures are also epitomized. Finally, the correlation of a particular VGLUT isoform and its physiological role, disclosed thus far largely via studying the peripheral receptors, is generalized by referring to reports on global and conditioned VGLUT-knockout mice. Also, researches on VGLUTs relating to future direction are tentatively proposed, such as unveiling the elusive differences between distinct VGLUTs in mechanism and/or pharmacokinetics at ionic/molecular level, and developing VGLUT-based pain killers.